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In the ever more competitive arena
of biological research, there is a
widespread perception that, if you
haven’t got a firm foothold on the
ladder by your late twenties, you’ll
never make it. It’s tempting to
believe this. Indeed, working at Cold
Spring Harbor’s Watson School of
Biological Sciences brings me into
daily contact with biologists of all
ages and stages, who are nothing if
not highly motivated and focused.
But there’s more than one way to
skin a cat. My own route from the
Gorbals in Glasgow, where I was
born, to Long Island was circuitous,
to say the least.
I left school at the age of 16 and,
with a handful of ‘O-level’
qualifications, it seemed like the
world was at my feet — the world of
banking, that is. A nine-to-five job for
life, low interest rate loans and free
banking — what more could anyone
want? “If I don’t like it after the first
year, I’ll go back to school then go to
University,” I promised myself. Eight
years later, almost dead from
boredom, I finally went to Glasgow
University to study molecular biology.
That was an extremely difficult
transition; the gaps in my knowledge
seemed insurmountable at times, and
constantly being referred to as a
‘mature’ student made me feel that
my free bus pass wasn’t far off.
But despite this, I was hooked. I
developed an interest in research
while working in the lab during the
summer break, and a PhD seemed
the logical next step. And so started
one of the best times in my life.
Under the guidance of Ron Hay at
St Andrews University, I came to
realize just how exciting research
could be. I loved the uncertainty, the
competitiveness, learning how to
think about science and, above all,
doing experiments. What I didn’t
realize at that time was how different
research could be outside the context
of my PhD.
My next move was fairly
standard — postdoctoral research in
the US. This transition was also hard.
In part, the problem was cultural,
even ordering a sandwich in New
York City introduced me to a new
language, but also competition was
more intense in the lab and the
atmosphere less collegiate.
If I moved out of research because
of the pace, this alternative was
hardly a walk in the park
I won’t say that I became
disillusioned with research as a
postdoc, it was more that I realized it
would be hard to find an academic
environment where I could simply
get on with doing research. After
much soul-searching, I realized what
I needed was a job that would allow
me to be involved in research but
neither at the bench nor as director
of a research programme. Like most
research scientists, I could offer
skills such as team-working,
motivating, communicating,
management and planning, data
analysis and financial awareness.
An ideal opportunity came in the
form of a position as administration
manager for laboratory research at
the Imperial Cancer Research Fund
(ICRF) in London, which I took up
in early 1992. My responsibilities
ranged from preparing the annual
budgets for the research groups to
ensuring that the recruitment
mechanisms for postdocs and
graduate students were in place. It
was a far cry from doing bench
science, certainly, but nothing like
working in a bank. During my time
there, ICRF supported me through
both a postgraduate diploma in
management studies and an MBA.
These gave me a grounding in
operations and strategic management
that proved invaluable.
After five years, I began to feel it
was time for some direct exposure to
strategic planning, and dived in at
the deep end by moving to the
charity CancerBACUP. As head of its
newly established cancer support
services, I was faced with managing
the direct delivery of a range of
services — from cancer information
to counselling — to anyone whose
life was affected by cancer. I also had
a key part to play in developing new
ways of accessing these services. If I
had moved out of research because
the pace was too fast, or the
environment too competitive, this
alternative was hardly a walk in the
park. I was managing a staff of 40,
most of who had very different
professional backgrounds from my
own. More than once I thought
“How on earth are we going to do
this?” The targets set were
demanding and deadlines short, but
we did meet them, thanks mainly to
the commitment of the team.
As it turned out, I switched jobs
sooner than I had originally planned.
An unexpected opportunity arose
when, in late 1998, Cold Spring
Harbor Laboratory received
accreditation to start a new graduate
school. It seemed too good a chance
to miss, to take my management
experience back into academia. As
assistant dean of the Watson School,
I am heavily involved in the
development and coordination of the
School’s programmes. Setting up a
graduate school from scratch
certainly brings a new challenge
every day. Our entering class started
in September 1999, and it’s been
immensely rewarding getting to this
point. So where to next? I think I’ll
stay put for a while.
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